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"No one better than him? That's the most outrageous thing I've ever heard!" Chandler was dubious when he heard this.

He initially got his hopes up about Leon's ability to cure his leg, but after hearing Mason praise him so much, he could not help

wondering if Mason was truly the most objective person to make this claim.

Besides, medicine was a field that required years and years of experience, and usually, the older a doctor was, the more

knowledgeable they were!

Leon, on the other hand, was too young to have possibly gained much experience in the medical field!

Chandler could not help feeling a little doubtful and started wondering if Leon was just being cocky again.

"Well, I wouldn't dare to say that, but I'm certain that I'll be able to help you in some way or another! You can find out soon

enough after I've taken a look at your leg," Leon replied, trying to stay humble.

"Well, okay then! Unfortunately, I don't have any herbs here with me, but if you need anything, I can always go to the nearby

town to get some supplies," Chandler said rather dubiously. Although he was skeptical of Leon's skills, he had to admit that Leon

was right; he would find out soon enough after letting Leon examine him!

"There's no need to go to so much trouble! I can cure you even without herbs or any medicine!" Leon replied, looking rather

proud of himself.

"Without herbs or medicine? You must be joking!" Chandler was stunned to hear this, he could not understand how Leon would

be able to cure him without using any medicine.

"I'm not joking! I'm going to use pressure point treatment on you to first unblock all the internal circulation within your legs, and

we can decide whether or not to use the herbs later," Leon replied, smiling. At this point, he could already tell that Chandler likely

suffered some nerve damage and blockage of his internal circulation which led to his disability.

Only rare herbs like Panax ginseng or Salvia ginseng were capable of helping Chandler unblock his internal circulation and

restore nerve function in his legs. To cure Chandler fully, Leon knew that he needed to get his hands on some precious herbs,

including a wild Panax of at least two centuries' age!

There was no way that the nearby town where Chandler usually got his supplies from had valuable wild Panax like this in stock,

and he did not want to waste Chandler's effort for nothing!

Therefore, Leon intended to temporarily cure Chandler's condition with pressure point treatment. As for restoring his nerve

function, he would have to wait until he collected all the necessary ingredients before he could start doing so!

"Um," Chandler fell silent upon hearing this. He was already skeptical enough of Leon's expertise, and now, after hearing Leon

claim that he could cure him without medicine, he

could not help questioning Leon even more!

However, despite his leg having bothered him for so long, he never dared to seek any medical attention for fear that the Scarlet

Thief would be able to track him down. Now that someone was willing to take a look and attempt to cure him, he was more than

willing to try, even if the likelihood of success was minuscule!

"Alright, I'll believe you this one time, but I'm warning you; if you can't cure my leg, I need you to leave immediately and promise

that you'll never disturb me again!" Chandler demanded. He decided that there was no harm in letting Leon try.

On the contrary, if Leon failed, this would give him to perfect excuse to kick Leon out and forbid him from coming again!

"Alright, I promise!" Leon agreed.
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